
Into the Exquisite Woods at The Clay & Glass

WATERLOO (ONTARIO) CANADA • January 14, 2015: The Canadian Clay & Glass Gallery is 
pleased to present its newest exhibition, Exquisite Woods. 

An opening reception will be held at the Gallery on Sunday, January 18, 2015 at 2pm with 
remarks at 2:30 pm. All four exhibiting artists will be in attendance.

Curated by Christian Bernard Singer, Exquisite Woods is an exhibition of ceramic installations 
and sculptural works by Canadian artists Marie-Andrée Côté, Hilde Lambrechts, Paula Murray 
and Grace Nickel. This exhibition is made possible in part by a contribution from The Kitchener 
and Waterloo Community Foundation – Musagetes Fund.

Marie-Andrée Côté, of Deux-Montagnes, Quebec, has exhibited her work extensively for over 25 
years in Canada, Europe and the United States. Ottawa-based artist, Hilde Lambrechts’ work was 
included in the spring 2014 New Function/Non-Function: Design as Exploration exhibition here 
at the Gallery and she has returned to exhibit a new body of work for Exquisite Woods. Regarded 
as one of Canada’s finest ceramic artists, Paula Murray from Gatineau Park, Quebec, has received 
many honours and awards for her exceptional work. In 2006, she was elected into the Royal 
Canadian Academy of the Arts (RCA). Grace Nickel, also an RCA member has exhibited her 
work in Canada and internationally including Inaugural Exhibition of the Canadian Ceramic 
Museum, Fuping, China. Her work appears in many public and private collections around the 
world and she is also a full-time professor in ceramics at the University of Manitoba.

“It has been a pleasure to support these accomplished artists over the last few days as we have 
worked together to install the ambitious works in the unique architecture of the Gallery.” says the 
Gallery’s new curator Sheila McMath. “All four artists have created works with intricacies that 
viewers will be compelled to study in detail and contemplate.”

Marie-Andrée Côté’s work is inspired by the natural world, and recently by her observations of 
the Rivière-du-Nord, the Saint Lawrence River and the ocean. On exhibition at the Gallery will 
be several large circular works containing imagery that reference rippling water, flower petals and 
architectural elements. Also on view will be a work called Eau Douce (Fresh Water). This is an 
installation made of hundreds of porcelain elements, suspended much like a mobile.

One of the featured works, Hilde Lambrechts’ The Bark Archive, is a collection of 100 ceramic 
tiles based on the texture of tree barks from all over the world.  “The Bark Archive is a testament 
of the awe-inspiring textural diversity of trees that might be lost for future generations,” says 
Lambrechts.
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RCA member Paula Murray has created an ambitious installation consisting of 95 porcelain 
scrolls suspended in a bridge formation. The work has a quiet presence and an upward movement 
that ‘reads’ as a hopeful gesture. Peace Studies, another work included in this exhibition, “is a 
recognition of the interconnection and interdependence of all planes of existence and a call to 
remember this as we move through the challenges that we collectively face,” states Murray. 

Incorporating Rapid Prototyping technologies into her work, RCA member Grace Nickel’s large-
scale porcelain installations exploit the textural qualities of tree bark and also reference ornate 
and decorative architectural columns. The lack of colour in the sculptural forms highlights the 
textural qualities. In Arbor Vitae, one of the featured large-scale works in the exhibition, the 
sculptural columns are presented in vulnerable or precarious states, adding to the tension of the 
work. 

Exquisite Woods continues to March 15, 2015.

Learn more about the exhibition and the artists at www.theclayandglass.ca/current-exhibitions.

For more information, contact: 
Sheila McMath, Curator
519.746.1882 ext. 230
curator@canadianclayandglass.ca

With an emphasis on supporting the work of Canadian ceramic and glass artists, the Canadian Clay and Glass 
Gallery presents exhibitions that challenge ideas and perceptions of the definitions of art, craft and design 
today. The Gallery’s public programs offer multiple pathways for engagement with contemporary artworks and 
art-making practices. The Gallery Shop is recognized on its own merits as a fine craft gallery, showing the best 
of Canadian ceramic and glass work. Housing a collection of historical and contemporary Canadian ceramic, 
glass and enamel art, the Gallery is proud to conserve and promote an active component of Canada’s rich 
cultural heritage. 

The Gallery is located at 25 Caroline Street North in Waterloo, Ontario. It is open Monday to Friday, 11 am to 
6 pm, Saturdays 10 am to 5 pm, and Sundays 1 to 5 pm. Admission is always free.
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